A general three dimensional image analysis environment is presented. The environment proved extremely flexible, and a three dimensional object recognition system was designed using this environment. The recognition system addresses all the issues associated with view independent object recognition. The particuiar concentration of this paper is the development of an active mode! matching approach called a procedurai modei. The procedural mode; uses the surface geometry a.vai1-able in a range image to limit the amount of searching that must be done. The surface geometry is determined by solving an eigensystem, and utilized to determine the pose of the object.
At NCSU's Center €or Communications and Signal
Processing (CCSP), we have designed and built a flexible image analysis environment. Using this environment, we have implemented a view independent object recognition system which uses three dimensional data called range data. We use both a top-down (high-level) and a bottom-up (low-level) approach in the system. The domain of recognizable objects has been arbitrarily limited to those objects made up of quadric surfaces. In addition to the well known mathematics that describe quadric surfaces, many manufactured objects are composed of these types of surfaces. An object is input into the system in one of two ways: I) calculation of a synthetic range image, 2) actual data from a range sensor. The first processing step of the system is to segment the range image into homogeneous areas called pakhes. An abstract representation of the segmented image, called. the scene graph, is then formed. The scene graph is a knowledge interface between the higher level object recognition program and the lower level range data. The scene graph has both unary properties and binary relations and can be altered to reflect hypotheses about the image. Any changes made during the recognition process can be undone by backtracking.
We have successfully developed an active model matching technique which we call a procedural model. Each procedural model is an expert at finding an instance of itself in the image. The procedural model uses both u priori information and information gained while searching the image €or the object. In particular, the procedural model uses the surface geometry of the object to guide its search. The procedural model is fast, robust, and easy to maintain.
The surface geometry of a patch is determined by fitting the data points in the patch to a quadric surface and solving an eigensystem. We classify the patches into certain recognizable quadric primitives based on z second eigensystem, which determines the canonical form of the quadric coefficients. This eigensystem i s also used lo generate the pose of the primitive surface type. The procedural mode; pieces together the primitive surface types into objects. Object consistency is continually checked as t,he procedural model continues its search.
RBCQEllE$iffiE S V S h l a r Overview
The object recognition system consists of five major parts. The QRS is modular and the main components are shown beiow.
A block diagram of the syskm is:
Block diagram of a three-dimensional object recognition system.
The synthetic range image generator allows us to generate any object in the limited domain of objects under consideration, that is, objects made of quadric surfaces. The image generator also allows the object to be rotated and translated so it can be viewed from any direction. Figure 1 shows two cylinders generated with the system. We have designed the system to generate noise free images (random noise); however, more realistic range data may be fabricated by adding gaussian noise. Because the algorithms developed will ultimately be executed using real range data, we have allowed for actual range images to be input to the system for analysis.
After the image is in the system, the first processing step is to segment the image. This step can be visualized as breaking the image up into "patches" where each patch has a homogeneously calculated property over its surface. Seell for details of the segmentation process. The segmentation program produces "a label image" in which each patch is assigned a unique label number. The iabel image, a graphical represent8,tian of the object, and the original range image, are used together in the recognition phase of the system.
The model matching step must compare an input instance to a library of recognizable objects. Many methods of matching have been reported in the literature. These methods have ranged from a correlation measure to feature detection and feature matching. Using a correlation measure in a view independent object recognition system requires all possible views of the object to be stored and then compared. These types of systems are obviously limited in the context of general view independent object recognition; however, they have proven useful in well defined environments. Feature detection and matching systems use a statistical approach to object recognition.
The model based or active model matching approach is another technique for matching an image instance to a model library. With this technique, the image is searched for instances of one particular 2y l2? l3 This is the type of approach used in our system. Each model in the library of recognizable objects is an expert procedure for the recognition of one particular object, This procedural model approach, combines the concepts of an AND/OR graph and forward checking to perform a search of the possible labelings. A procedural model is written to utilize any information about an object, whether it is known u priori or is determined from the image being analyzed.
Any information known about the object can be used to limit the amount of searching required to determine an instance of that object. Range images preserve the surface geometry, which can later be determined and used during object recognition. The surface geometry of all the parts and the geometrical relationships between these parts is "hard-wired" into the procedural model. The procedural model then tries to correctly identify the specified parts and establish the correct relations among the parts.
Scene Graph
The scene graph is an abstract representation of the segmented image. It is a multiply traversed graph structure consisting of nodes with unary properties and binary relations. Each node in the scene graph corresponds to a patch in the segmented image.
The unary properties of the nodes record information of the represented patch which is useful in identifying a correspondence between the patch and a model part. The unary properties consist of: label number, priority, bounding window, area, volume, etc.
The binary relations are links between nodes which allow traversal by adjacency or priority. Several other binary relations exist which allow patch merging and unmerging. The nodes of the scene graph are ordered by the patches priority, and the priority relation is defined as the patch with the next lower priority. To summarize, a scene graph is an ordered region adjacency graph where the ordering is done by the priority of the patch, and the priority is a function of the cardinality of the patch.
The task of object recognition is thought of as matching the scene graph to a model library. The model in the library, which in some sense is the closest to the scene graph, is then taken as the interpretation of the image. Many papers have dealt with this prob-12$ '7 l3 and some other systems have addressed the problems associated with model matching with view independence. Our system is different from these other systems in that it does not match the scene graph to the model library directly. Instead, it allows a model to investigate the scene graph and attempt to understand it. We consider view independent object recognition as scene graph understanding.
It would be unrealistic to believe that a segmentation program will produce a perfect segmentation for all objects in the domain. A perfect segmentation is defined such that each patch in the image has a corresponding region in the model. In practice, perfect segmentation is not possible, and a segmentation resuits in: I) undersegmentation, in which several regions in the model are merged into one patch in the image, 2) oversegmentation, in which each region in the model is broken into several patches in the image. These two definitions are correct if two assumptions are included. The first is that there is no occlusion and the second is that both types of segmentation do not occur in the same image. The segmentation program," is designed so that if an error does occur, it tends to be an oversegmentation error. See figure 2 for a segmentation of the range image in figure   1 . It is logically simpler to merge patches to form regions, instead of inferring one patch is really two, and splitting it.4
Patch Merging
As the object recognition task progresses, it may become necessary to merge two patches to form a region. The scene graph allows for this by: 1) forming a composite node, 2) establishing relations between the composite node and its constituent nodes. The composite node has the same structure as a patch node, but its unary properties are determined from its two constituent nodes. The binary relation of parent is established so that any data references to the constituent nodes access the data in the composite node. Two other relations of child1 and child2 are established to permit unmerging. Patch merging is also done with patches that are too small for other analysis programs to work with. That is, we use patch merging for small patch suppression. Figure 3 shows the label image after patch merging to suppress the small patches.
Point Merging
One other approach to the small patch suppression problem is point merging. This is a point by point region growing technique that uses the geometry of nearby surfaces to determine to which surface the noise point, or small patch belongs. One method we use is:
For all pixels that are either noise or in small patches:
Determine the quadric coefficient of all nearby surfaces.
Calculate the expected Z value of the point given the X and Y coordinates and the quadric coefficient of a nearby surface.
If the expected value is within the quantization noise Else, Repeat calculation using another nearby patch.
Merge the point into the region.
This approach works well with synthetic range images where the only noise is the quantizing noise, but did not work as well when gaussian noise was added or when real range data was used. We have developed a point merging technique for actual range images using a maximum likelihood approach.
The maximum likelihood approach uses the X, Y, and Z values of the noise point to determine to which nearby surface that point belongs. In this approach, we use the T W L S fit error of the surface to determine the best patch to assign the noise pixel. Let where C is a normalization constant. We assume a Gaussian probability density function for the probability that a point v is on the surface Si, where defines the RMS error of the fit, where the sum is taken over all points, 6 in the ith segment. We note, if a point X , y , z is on the surface, then
The noise point is assigned to the nearby surface that has the highest probability of containing that point. This approach will assign a noise point to a. nearby surface, and works well in the presence of noise. Figure 4 shows the range image after the small patch suppression operation and the point merging technique described above. 
Procedural Models
Example procedural model to find a broken pipe.
For clarity, get-next-cyl is not explicitly stated. Its purpose is to return the next lower priority cylindrical patch on the scene graph. The structure of the procedural model can be seen from this example. For a broken pipe to be in the image, two sections of pipe must be found. If only one section can be found, the pipe is not broken and FAlLWRE is returned. This implies the procedural model. failed to find an instance of itself in the image.
A procedural model is ideal for an automated inspection system, since all parts and the relations between the parts are known. The inspection task simply verifies: I) the presence of all required parts, 2) part tolerance, and 3) the relation between all the parts.
Because the geometry of the surfaces assists in the search for the parts comprising the object, a procedural model is ideal for view independent object recognition using range images.
We have identified several classes of procedural models: 1) linear, 2) recursive, 3) iterative, 4) recursive/iterative. Some advantages of using procedural models for either inspection or recognition are: 1) all have a similar program structure, 2) they are easy to maintain, 3) it is easy to add heuristics, 4) they are faster than a depth first search. The first three advantages are obvious from the structure of the procedural model. Furthermore, we can show that:
Theorem:
The worst case time bound of a procedural model is equal to a depth first search on a graph with the number of nodes in the graph equal to the number of parts in the model.
Quadric Fitting
We have limited the domain of objects we wish to recognize/inspect to those objects made up of only quadric surfaces. About 85% of all manufactured parts can be described in this way.8 Such objects are therefore, of great interest in a industrial environment.
A general quadric surface can be described by:
F(z,y,z)=az2+by2+cz2+2fyz+2gzs
(1)
+Zhzy+2prt:+2qy+2rzid=O
The set of coefficients that minimizes the difference between the surface generated by those coefficients and the actual data is determined in the minimum mean square sense. In another paperlo this is shown to be equivalent to solving an eigenvalue problem. In fact, the authors find the minimum value of x for which RCt=hKCt where R is the scatter matrix for the data, K is a constraint matrix, (Y is the vector (of quadric coefficients), associated with the minimum eigenvalue h. where Amin results from the eigensystem sf the fit.
Quadric Analysis This section
is concerned with determining the object represented by the quadric coefficients found in a previous section. We will define a "quadric section" to be a bounded portion of a quadric surface which satisfies a finite number of quadric inequalities. In addition, we define a "quadric polyhedron" as a closed solid, bounded by a finite number of quadric sections. The problem domain of primary interest to us is a subset of quadric polyhedra: We will primarily restrict our attention to quadric polyhedra composed of four types of quadric sections with sharp joins. Four types of sections comprise our primitive set: planes, cones, cylinders, and spheres. Of course, the additional "nonanalytic" section type is treated so that system robustness is not compromised unduly by these restrictions. A sharp join6 is a "roof edge" boundary between two quadric sections across which the object surface is continuous, but the surface normal is discontinuous. A "step edge" is an occlusion boundary across which the image value (range, depth, or in our case, object surface altitude) is discontinuous. We restrict ourselves to quadric polyhedra with sharp joins because they are common in industrial applications and because segmentation l1 into connected components can be successfully based on invariant local surface properties (curvature). Smoother joins can result in erroneous segmentations in which two regions are merged into a single segment. Such a segment will typically be misclassified as nonanalytic. This misclassification is tolerated by our system, but with a degradation of performance.
Canonical Form
A crucial feature of our recognition system is that it exploits information defined by the quadric fit to a segment to hypothesize the primitive type of the quadric as well as partially determine the pose of the segment. This is possible because a "canonical" or standard form for a quadric can be associated with any collection of quadric coefficients. The canonical coefficients determine the primitive type of the quadric. A rigid motion (which is not unique for the cylindrically symmetric primitives in our problem domain) relates the original quadric coefficients to the canonical coefficients. The motion defined by a segment can be used in a model based vision system to define (at least partially) the pose of the entire object.
A motion of a quadric is taken to be a rotation followed by a translation. For a plane, we define the canonical coefficients as all zero and we define its canonical position as in the zy plane. We define the associated motion as any that carries the original plane into the zy plane. For the ot-her primitives, we rewrite the quadric equation in matrix form,l4
where the superscript T indicates matrix transposition, x = (x, y , z )~ is a point on the surface, A is a real symmetric matrix of second order coefficients, B is a real vector of first order coefficients, and C i s a real constant.
A rotation is determined from the eigensystem
where U is the matrix of eigenvectors and A is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. After this rotation, it is straightforward to determine a translation which causes the linear terms to vanish. The imposition of Faugeras' condition on the eigenvalues normalizes the canonical coefficients but does not fix the overall sign of F . We now choose that sign so that the canonical form of the quadric surface can be written
with a positive d , a t least for our set of primitives. These four constants3 are the desired canonical coefficients.
Quadric Classification
In our system, recognition depends on both local (bottom up) actions and global (top down) actions, resulting in both tactical and strategic components of image analysis. The tactical component depends on the section poses defined above as well as on several other locally determined properties of quadric seclions. We have found that the sense of the segment (whether convex or concave) allows a procedural model to distinguish the inside from the outside of hollowed or cup-shaped objects. The surface sense is determined from the sign of the mean curvature averaged over the segment.
In addition to this extrinsic property, an analysis routine in our system prot-ides the procedural model with a "fuzzy" or coarse classification of the intrinsic surface primitive type and a single real parameter elaboration of that type. For cones, the parameter is the half angle at the apex of the cone, which is typically not in the image but instead is determined from the canonical coefficients. For cylinders and spheres, the parameter is the radius, which is also calculated from tjhe canonical coefficients. This type-and-one-parameter characterization has also been recently used by Bolle and CooperB to classify segments of range images. Planes are simply characterized as planes; this is done a t fit time.
The analysis is restricted to cones, cylinders, and spheres. Any surface that does not fall into one of these classes is Classified as a nonanaiytic surface and is not, analyzed further in the current system. We will use four "fuzzy" or coarse predicates, ISPOS, ISZER , ISCIR , and ISSPM to help classify this canonical quadric. The first two involve thresholds that characterize the quality of our data and the numerical precision of our analysis. These thresholds are arbitrary, but not vague: they are dimensionless quantities that characterize fractional errors in our system and are typically one or two percent in the boolean expressions 
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The final accuracy of our system is not limited by these thresholds, since any measurement made at this stage of the recognition procedure can be refined globally after the identity of the object has been determined and the correspondences between segments and primitives have been completed.
A section is classified as a cone if the constant d satisfies ISZER , none of the second order coefficients are zero, two of the second order coefficients satisfy ISPOS, and those two satisfy ISCIR. In this case, the descriptive parameter of the segment is the half angle. It is calculated from the canonical coefficients as the arc tangent of -c l a .
A section is classified as a cylinder if the constant is positive, one second order coefficient is zero, and two are positive, and those two satisfy ISCIIR. In this case, the descriptive parameter is the radius, which is estimated as m, Any section (not previous classified as a plane) lhat does not fair into one of these classes is classified as a nonanalytic surface. 
